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Abstract: Migration between Central America and countries to the north has increased in scale as well as in contentiousness as a political challenge. Too often, those most involved are peripheral to public discourse and policies. Today sizeable numbers of families, including indigenous Maya families, are participants not only in movement but as through separations across national borders and time. Evolving strategies for maintaining or recreating social cohesion amid disruptions of migration and resettlement involve parents as well as children. Drawing on experiences of families from one highland Guatemalan community, and comparative research into adaptive strategies of immigrant families in the United States, we argue for the necessity of acknowledging current realities and shifting familial challenges that characterize millions of people in North America today.
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Introduction

Contemporary realities for much of humanity include movement and social reconfigurations that this generates. Challenges are exacerbated further by harmful politics of exclusion and looming planetary disruptions. The Americas, whose name connotes a time of mass migration, is setting for north-south geographic and historical contours that are now reflected in narratives of tens of millions of people. As destinations become destinies, families are where transborder migration dynamics play out. While geopolitics command attention, families are where we come to understand intergenerational commitments and whether future scenarios may align with ideals like e pluribus unum, in counterbalance to contentiousness and misperceptions that prevail today.

Representative of cultures that acknowledge kinship as fundamental to existence are the Maya. Well known through archaeology and cultural anthropology, indigenous Maya are now also prominent in large-scale emigration from Mesoamerica (Loucky & Moors 2000). Their displacement is rooted in long colonial inequities and subsequent domination of the United States over Mesoamerica and much of the hemisphere. As violence...
and environmental degradation provoke epic levels of migration from the mid-section of the Americas, comprised of Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras and referred to as the “northern triangle,” it occurs in corridors that are increasingly criminalized and militarily curtailed (Miller 2019). Comprising roughly half of the population of Guatemala, Maya now face contracting possibilities, such that “survival migration” has become continental in scope (Jonas & Rodriguez 2015; Suro 2019). Today, however, policies of prevention through deterrence creates ever more insecurity, as faces of fear of Maya children and families on the U.S.-Mexico border attest.

Evidence from a Maya community in highland Guatemala, and related research in the United States, reveals how families are vital for social cohesion and transformation amid the disruptions of migration and resettlement. They are central to understanding adaptive strategies and future social configurations, particularly because of roles of mothers and children (Abrego 2014; Hondagneu-Sotelo & Avila 1997; Menjívar 2006). Our focus here is on how absence of a parent reveals potentials for enduring challenges of separation, through flexible supportive arrangements that transcend boundaries of place and passage of time.

Transborder Family Separations

The paradox of separating in order to stay together is recurrent experience of families throughout history and remains so today throughout the world. Families are primary settings for care and continuity, especially prior to, during, and following movement, whether it occurs as flight from endangerment or as means for procuring necessities of life. Research has tended to be directed toward those on the move, even though far more people do not move. Single men have also predominated in past accounts of migration (Mahler & Pessar 2006), with women and children assumed either to be “left behind” or to follow male family members, following resettlement or payment of debts incurred in migrating (Dreby 2010; Hondagneu-Sotelo & Avila 1997; Parreñas 2005; Schmalzbauer 2005). In actuality, women and children are woven into the intricacies and reorganizations of movement, making their experiences essential for accurately delineating the nature and implications of phenomena which commonly involves families.

Our attention centers on how families negotiate and adjust to movement of their members. Women, through their roles as mothers as well as partners, contend with emotional intrusions and turbulence of family life, including those associated with needs and livelihoods of children. In responding to conditions that impel or follow migration, they are continuously involved and invested in decisions. Parental investment is particularly
essential during times of precarity. Sustaining families through providing safety, mutuality, and childcare may entail shifting care-giving responsibilities, composition, and even residence, frequently with intentions that these are temporary, in order to maintain long-term familial connectedness.

Both parenting from afar and being separated from parents complicate family wellbeing (Abrego 2014, 2016; Boehm 2018; Castañeda 2019; Dreby 2010; Hersberg & Lykes 2012, 2015; Zentgraf & Chinchilla 2012). Migration, particularly when distant or across national borders, entails adjustments that may be stressful for those who move, as well as those who do not (Lykes & Sibley 2015; Suárez-Orozco, Todorova, & Louie 2002). Research on separated families highlights varied outcomes, many of them dismal; marriages often disintegrate, women suffer anxiety and depression, and remittances may diminish, while children face tough adjustment challenges, in the face of fragmentation, disorientation and alienation that can threaten family relations (Getrich 2019; Castañeda & Buck 2011; Menjívar 2006; Menjívar & Abrego 2009; Moran-Taylor 2008).

Absent bonds of attachment in secure parent-child relationships, children may experience diminished psychological wellbeing (Ainsworth 1989; Bowlby 1988; Brabeck, Lykes, & Hunter 2014; Castañeda & Buck 2011). Children in the United States, many of whom are U.S. citizens, are also at risk for lower educational and social outcomes when experiencing separation from a deported or detained parent (Capps, et al. 2007; Cardoso, et al. 2018). With an estimated 5.5 million children in the United States having undocumented parents, prospects are especially sobering in cases of lengthening parental separation (Chaudry, et al. 2010), similar to emotional and behavioral outcomes that occur when a parent is incarcerated or deployed in the military (Allen, et al. 2013). Navigating the detrimental separation effects of draconian incarceration or deportation policies is particularly challenging.

Amid such circumstances, it is notable that many families demonstrate resiliency in overcoming the disruptive impacts of migration-related separation (Abrego 2016; Hersberg & Lykes 2015, 2019; Walsh 2006). In both the United States and Guatemala, women in separated families are central to income generation and caregiving, as well as prioritization of schooling so children become bien educado (well educated). Together these represent strategies that are nowhere more positive and essential than in situations of parenting from afar.

Migration Viewed From The South: The Case Of Aguacatán

Aguacatán, a community in the north-central highlands of Guatemala, exemplifies
how landlessness, poverty, and rural isolation combine to lead to high emigration (Camus 2008). As long as fifteen years ago, a quarter of the population was estimated to have left for the United States, and that figure is undoubtedly higher today. Women and children now comprise increasing proportions of Aguacatecos in the United States, in concentrations across the “sun belt” but also beyond, from the Pacific Northwest (such as Whatcom County, in Washington state) to the Midwest and along the eastern seaboard. Interviews with twenty-five women, each having a spouse in the United States, were conducted in Aguacatán in November 2011. Complemented by reviewing research with mixed-status and immigrant families in the United States, these reveal considerable challenges but also coping strategies that involve different forms of caregiving, managing household finances, and becoming adept at novel forms of communicating with family members, whose lives span Guatemala and el norte (the north), as the United States is known.

Parenting

Parenting, a rewarding but emotionally and physically demanding role, is intensified for single parents. Of the interviewees, over half said their male partners had ambiguous plans to return to Guatemala. The Director of the Municipal Woman’s Office in Aguacatán described the family disintegration as a result of male emigration as one in which a man may form a new relationship, such that women may need to “start looking for a new marriage to survive.” Most women spoke of the possibilities that financial support from a spouse in the United States may be cut unexpectedly. Consequently, mothers in Aguacatán initiate economic activities out of necessity. In response, extended family members employ different forms of organizational support as they take on additional roles to accommodate for a father’s absence. Women provide intensive parenting to ameliorate the effects of family separation, and in so doing, restructure traditional male authority within the household.

Children and adolescents must also adjust. Asked if she had a boyfriend, an 18-year-old said, “No, my dad [in the U.S.] says I’m too young.” Distant fathers attempt to maintain familial duties, primarily through using telephone and computer connections to show authority and impose discipline (Parreñas 2005). Effectiveness varies, however. As another adolescent reported: “My dad came home after being gone for eight years. I didn’t want anything to do with him. He gave money and bought food, but he’s not my dad.” A school counselor explained: “Younger children only care if they have good shoes, money and nice clothes. But it changes with the older kids. They start saying they’d rather have him here, than all the stuff.” An unmarried older adolescent was circumspect: “I’d like to have [my father] around but honestly, living apart allows me to attend private school, and...”
receive an education for a job someday.”

Left with pressure to reciprocate for families, some youth take advantage of opportunities, while others engage in risky behaviors, as a school director reports:

A lot of women say it is good for their spouse to go to the United States, but it’s not. They give money but there is no love. No father, no relationship. These children have a lot of problems. There is no dad to enforce rules and kids 11 to 16 years old start drinking, smoking marijuana or become pregnant.

Attempting to impose influence from afar often backfires for fathers because children feel disconnected and may rebel. And yet, while her mother nodded in agreement, another young woman saids of her U.S.-based father, “He gives us advice. Like he tells us what he thinks. Says not to drink, gives us rules.” As with many two-parent households, parenting is easier when both parents are working together for similar outcomes for their children.

**Remittances**

Remittances are central to meeting migratory goals so that toils of work and parenting across borders have positive result (Castañeda & Buck 2011; Dreby 2010). Often, however, remittances are insufficient to meet needs. Nearly half of sampled families reported using remittances solely on food (corn, crops and market items), yet the next largest single expense was split evenly between school, medicine, and housing, and less frequently to make loan repayments. Various benefits of money coming from abroad were elaborated by one woman:

Thirteen years ago, the remittances were very good. We were able to buy a house and get a computer with internet for my son studying technology. But remittances have been less in the last few years. By the time my husband pays for lights, telephone, water, and rent in the United States, there is little money left for us.

A majority of Aguacateco families rely on cash flows from the United States. Families who receive consistent remittances have access to more resources than those receiving fewer, or no, remittances. Their experience is consistent with research showing children in origin countries to have more confident relationships with fathers when remittances from them are consistent (Castañeda & Buck 2011; Hershberg & Lykes 2012,
Exchange of Knowledge

Non-monetary remittances are ways cultural transmission is realized across borders. The bi-directional flow of cultural products offers both resiliency and emotional connection to family members. In the midst of hardships, the exchange of products advertises and legitimizes the migration experience, both to themselves and to their community. As one mother put it:

[See] all the stuff that people have to show that they’ve made the “American dream.” Like those big houses around town. The kids at Juan’s school with fathers in the States send them money for nice cell phones just to show that they’re making money up there. It’s like when you see someone with nice things and think, wow what do they do to be able to buy that? But it works. People see nice things and it makes us want to go.

In other words, women in Guatemala are as much a part of the migration experience as male counterparts. Migrants maintain strong transnational connections to their sending regions by exchanging products, an example of how culture is tangibly sent and received. A mother described, “We mail him pepita, (squash seeds), chile, medicine - things he likes from here. He mails us shoes and clothes for the children.” Such transnational interactions are essential as migration has become a way of life, that many families can no longer live without.

Communicating from Afar

Among ways for creatively maintaining spousal attachments, and in turn providing secure bonds for children, most parents now utilize modern benefits of technology (cell phones, internet, and money transfers). Use of electronic communications is ubiquitous, although this reality emerged largely in just the past decade. In the 1980s and 1990s, communications with people who left for el norte relied largely on occasional and expensive phone calls, or else cassette tapes carried by people moving between the two countries (facilitating communication with family members who were not literate). By 2011, interviews reveal emerging use of social media and cell phones. Today WhatsApp and Facebook are ubiquitous, and even young children are often seen on cell phones. It remains to be seen whether increasing access to such technologies translates into greater family resilience along with more frequent communicating. Length and frequency of
phone calls were largely dependent on remittances a decade ago, but cost of phone calls is far less of a barrier today; an average conversation used to be 15-30 minutes weekly, while today many women talk daily for at least that long.

Video chatting and recording also serve as important tools for recording critical life events, though they entail psychological risks and induce economic barriers (Cuban 2017). Visual images of parents and loved ones can stir emotions, said one adolescent:

We usually talk every week or every two weeks. Unless he is back together with his girlfriend, then we don’t hear from him or get as much money. I’ve seen my dad’s new girlfriend and met my half-brother through Skype, but I didn’t like it at all. I got a bad feeling because they had all these nice things in the house and we don’t even have a floor, food, shoes, money for school.

This father did not send consistent remittances to the family because he was supporting his new relationships in the United States. It was evident that this family lived in greater poverty in comparison to women who maintained communication with a spouse and received funds.

The View from the North

Seeing migration through lived experiences not only involves families in towns like those across the Guatemalan highlands, but also families who may no longer be physically in such places yet remain connected to them. The significance of immigrant families lies in intergenerational and cultural continuities, along with civic commitments and unrivaled hard work. Their lives are also heavily impacted by the increasingly draconian nature of immigration policies, like those of deportation or discrimination, whose social costs are borne by those not directly targeted as much as by those that are. Being suspect of, or criminalized for, “being immigrant” serve as ongoing threat, even for families that include members with legal status.

With family stability so crucial to child development, long-term implications for children are of particular concern for those in undocumented or mixed status families. Persistent disconnect between protocols regarding child and family protections and the inhumanities of current U.S. immigration policies strongly affects the futures of young people, even those having long residence in the United States. Uncertainties and limited resources characterize family contexts for many of the estimated 5+ million children in the United States who have a parent who is undocumented (Castañeda, 2019; Phinney
& Vedder, 2006). With large numbers living below the federal poverty line, poverty compounds lack of legal status to create cumulative barriers that carry over from parents to children (Gonzales, 2009).

Parents in families that are mixed-status or comprised of undocumented members report children to be less healthy overall, something that in turn can result in developmental delay. Trauma associated with separation and fear of raids has been found to lower overall child wellbeing, creating adverse mental health and cognitive outcomes that can extend across a lifespan (Arbona, et al. 2010; Dreby 2012; Giano, et al. 2019; The Urban Institute 2010). Ineligibility for housing assistance is linked to crowded living space, in turn contributing to lower academic achievement, high blood pressure, and behavioral problems at school (Yoshikawa & Kalil 2011). Unavailability or unawareness about resources and presumed or actual ineligibility (such as for preschool education) impact achievements, even as limited schooling of parents may lessen their ability to provide guidance about negotiating the school system (Yoshikawa 2011). Social, financial, and psychological distress in parents who lack legal status may incline them towards being less warm towards children, as revealed in research into strains on familial relationships in mixed-status families (Brabeck, Lykes, & Hunter 2014). Not surprisingly, open parent-child communication may be compromised when threats to family cohesion and financial wellbeing emerge as fears, sadness, or precautionary behaviors (Hershberg & Lykes 2012; Lykes, Brabeck, & Hunter 2013).

Risk to families and children are especially high when parents are ensnared by the criminal justice system. The cases of Postville, Iowa, and New Bedford, Massachusetts, in which hundreds of Maya (many of them parents of U.S.-born children) were deported after workplace arrests in what a decade ago were the largest immigration raids the U.S. had yet seen, resulted in family disintegration, loss of income and childcare, and subsequent difficulties in obtaining basic needs for children. The harms of an enforcement regime that has separated families, caged children and tolerated unwanted diversion into foster care continue to haunt and harm thousands of children and families, many from Mesoamerican communities where family integrity has been central to life itself.

Continuing Challenges Of Intergenerational And Transnational Realities

Transnational migration requires re-creating social arrangements for family functioning, not only in response to changes in locations but also, as in the case of Guatemala and the United States, within a thorny political context. Determination to provide family connectedness is seen in various cross-border communication and caring
practices. But experiences of separated Maya families also reveal considerable obstacles facing families south and north in their struggle to improve lives of their children.

Poor employment prospects, insufficiency of arable land, and systemic racism continue to be problematic in highland communities. As an Aguacatec woman reported in 2019, families still make the arduous trip north, as they did a decade ago: “If we stay, we will starve to death. In both rural and urban areas, there is malnutrition and no jobs. It hasn’t rained, many homes haven’t had a corn harvest, and there’s no work.” Separations can be occasions for women to realize agency within changing family structures, yet this woman’s perspective also reveals the uncertainty of depending on transnational arrangements. With remittances halved, and her father and brother spending much of their time locked in their apartment, fearful of deportation, she laments lost dreams of building a house and creating a new business, and predicts even more women will accompany or join husbands in the United States: “Parents may only take one or two of the youngest children, until they make some money, and leave the older ones since they don’t need as much care.” Concerns also revolve around rebellion and eroded ability of grandmothers and aunts to control teens. For their part, youth are increasingly included in immigrant narratives, as decreasing school enrollment (dropping 20% in just the last year) suggest. Fighting for better living conditions, along with possibilities for migrating, appear to be increasingly and yet also disheartening sentiments.

As in Guatemala, children in the United States are also impacted by kin-making practices and psychological wellbeing, even as parents and communities are impacted in turn by what their children experience. Access to social measures is beneficial, but children are rarely autonomous or able to access services on their own. Policies and programs call for prioritizing the formative and nurturing roles of families, including parent-child, sibling, and extended kinship relations. This is even more critical when unauthorized people are identified by immigration agencies or subject to detention or removal proceedings. Preventing separations that place parents in remote locations that curtail contact, and children in places or with people who may be new as well, is imperative. Evidence-based treatment services and educational strategies that involve both parents and children are essential. Trusted mentors and community-based approaches that attend to daily and emotional needs of both children and parents are paramount. These will be most effective when they involve social resources and services that span transnationalized societies and governance arrangements.

Despite U.S. immigration policies that marginalize children and families, families also show remarkable resiliency in sustaining individuality and agency. When combined with societal support, their strategies and values have great potential for inclusion and
overall community wellbeing. Never has this been more needed than during migratory and multicultural realities that will continue to define the United States and the world of tomorrow. The Maya are exemplary of transnational and intercultural dimensions that demand acknowledgment, insofar as movement is not only spatial and temporal, but lived through family relations which remain the foundation of communities everywhere.
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